Alto Saxophone

One Liners

1. We Believe in Baldwin

2. Go Fight Win

3. Land of a Thousand Dances

4. How We Go Baldwin

5. Cinco de Buttons

6. Jump On It (Play section 1 twice, then section 2, then 1 again)

Moral Kombat
One Liners

1. We Believe in Baldwin
2. Go Fight Win
3. Lord of a Thousand Dances
4. Here We Go Baldwin
5. Chico de Ramos
6. Jump On It (Play section 1 twice, then section 2, then 1 again)

Mortal Remains
Tenor Saxophone

7. Drapeau

8. Indiana Cheer ("Go, Fight, Win!")

9. Triumph

10. Imperial March

11. Seven Nation Army (Start with Tenor)

   "Beat 'Em Up, Beat 'Em Up, HISS!"

13. Let's Get Rowdy (ad lib)

14. Final Countdown
One Liners

3. We Believe in Baldwin

2. Goin' Out West

3. Land of a Thousand Dances

4. How We Go Baldwin

5. One de Band

6. Jump On It (Play section 1 twice, then section 2, then 1 again)

Mortal Kombat
7. Dragset

8. Indians Cheer (1. Bottom Notes, 2. Add Middle, 3. Add Top)

9. Fortuna

10. Imperial March

11. Seven Nation Army (Start with Tuba)


13. Let's Go Roundy (ad lib)

14. Final Countdown
7. Dragon

8. Indian Cheer (1. Bottom Notes. 2. Add Melodic. 3. Add Top)

9. Hornman

10. Imperial March

11. Seven Nation Army (Snare with Trumpet)

12. Beat Yo' Up (1. Bottom Only. 2. Add Middle. 3. Add Top) "Beat Yo' Up, Beat Yo' Up, B**ya!"

13. Let's Get Rowdy (ad lib)

14. Third Countdown
Trombone

One Liners

1. We Believe in Baldwin

2. Go Eight Win

3. Lord of a Thousand Dances

4. Here We Go Baldwin

5. Cinco de Mayo

6. Jump on It (Play section 1 twice, then section 2, then 1 again)

Mortal Kombat
One Liners

1. We Believe in Baldwin

2. Go Fight Win

3. Land of a Thousand Dances

4. Here We Go Baldwin

5. C'wo de Bandido

6. Jump On It (Play section 1 twice, then section 2, then 1 again)

7. Mental Remains
Percussion (Snare, Tenors)

One Liners

1. We Believe in Babboon

2. Go Light Win

3. Land of a Thousand Dances

4. Here We Go Babboon

5. Ciao de Buho

6. Jump On It (Play section 1 twice; then section 2, then 1 again)

7. Mortal Kombat
Percussion (Snare, Tenors)

23. Scalp

24. Crazy in Love

25. We Will Rock You (start on drums alone)

26. Uptown Funk (Drums start; All 2nd time)

27. Chair Dance (TWO LINES - repeat first section three times; Poc, TB, Tenors, Tubas only on first time)
One Liners

1. We Believe in Baldwin
2. Go Fight Win
3. Land of a Thousand Dances
4. Here We Go Rabbids
5. Cine de Bundo
6. Jump On It (Play section 1 twice, then section 2, then 1 again)
7. Mortal Kombat